
Warhammer 40,000 2021 League 
Rules & FAQ



to the 2021Season
Superscript Warhammer
Growth League. 

This document contains the
rules required to
participate, a list of
important dates and
answers to frequently
asked questions. 

If you have questions
regarding any of of the
information contained in
this packet, please email
info@superscriptohio.com.

Welcome 

mailto:info@superscriptohio.com


REGISTRATION
League entry is $25.00, paid at the time of registration

Registration begins on May 1st and concludes May 23rd

Participants must submit army lists at the time of registration

Participants will receive a yet-to-be-determined, game-relevant gift upon
entry.

League Structure
4 rounds scheduled across 8 weeks, followed by a finals match between
the 2 players with the best records

Pairings will be determined using swiss tournament format 

Victory points differential  will be used to determine standings, secondary
to win record

Players will use the same 2,000 point army roster for all league games

During each round, each player will be paired against another member of
the league to compete in a predetermined Strike Force Mission from the
Chapter Approved 2020 Grand Tournament Mission Pack

Pairings
Pairings for each round will be posted in the following locations

An email sent to each member of the league at the begining of each round
The Warhammer 40k League Channel of the Superscript Comics and
Games Discord Server

Pairings will be determined using swiss tournament format 

Victory points differential will be used determine standings, in the event
of a tie



Army rosters must be constructed using Battlescribe and emailed to
info@superscriptohio.com at or before the registration deadline of May
23rd

Armies may not exceed 2,000 points 

Armies must be constructed using the most recently released relevant
codices and any subsequent FAQ/Errata issued by Games-Workshop

Armies must be Battleforged using the Matched Play rules from the Core
Rulebook

Units with Forgeworld rules can not exceed 600 points of any army

Armies must adhere to the Rule of Threes, meaning that players may not
take more than 3 of the same non-troop unit, regardless of differences in
loadout

If a roster contains units or characters that can “summon” additional
models, units or characters to the battlefield; the summoned units may not
exceed the points limitation for the phase.

If you plan to summon units, leave a “points buffer” in your army list that
accounts for the points of any models, units or characters you might summon
during a game.

All models must adhere to What-You-See-Is-What-You Get

Models must reflect the weapons and equipment present in their army roster

If Games-Workshop does not produce an appropriately equipped miniature, the
player must convert the model appropriately

Any conversions must be approved before the registration deadline

No proxies

Players must use Games-Workshop or Forgeworld miniatures

Conversions using non-Games-Workshop bits are allowed if approved by the
tournament organizers 

Players may not make any changes to their lists between matches

List Construction
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Scheduling Games

Once you have received parings for a round, it is your responsibility to
schedule a match with your opponent on a Thursday or Saturday within the
2-week period for the round in question

You may reserve a table for your game by calling ahead,  or emailing 
 info@superscriptohio.com

All league games are to be played on Thursdays or Saturdays

All games must take place at Superscript Comics and Games

Please let us know if you make a good-faith attempt to schedule a game with
your opponent, and tyour opponent is unresponsive, unwilling or unable to
make arangements to play

If a game is not played or results from a round are unreported by the end of
the round, both players will receive a loss for the game along with a 0 vicotry
point differential

If a player chooses to forefit a game, the opponent in question will receive a
win with a victory point differential equal to the average victory point
differential of all other winners during the given round

http://superscriptohio.com/


Code of Conduct
It is our goal to provide every league participant with the best season possible. 

That said, you play a large role in making this league enjoyable for everyone involved.
We expect anyone playing in the league to adhere to the following code of conduct: 

 
Arrive on time 

Bring all of the materials required to play

Treat all players the way they wish to be treated

League games take several hours to complete. Respect  your opponents time by
arriving on time or even early if possible.

All dice, measuring tape, markers and tokens required to play
2 identical copies of your full battlescribe army roster (1 for you and 1 for your
opponent)
A copy of Chapter Approved Warhammer 40,000 2020 Grand Tournament Mission
Pack or a copy of the Warhammer 40,000 Core Rulebook
A copy of your offical codex and all other supplemental rulebooks that pertain to
the army you have chosen to field. 

You are required to bring the following materials to each game:

If you’re playing an old friend and you are both comfortable with a little trash
talk, that’s fine; but if you are playing a new opponent for the first time, please
assume that they are not
Under no circumstances will racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia or any
other bigoted language or behavior be tolerated
Denigrating any player because they are new to the hobby or have less
experience with the game is unnacceptable
Do not expect your opponent to know how your army functions or have read
your codex. Be respectful when answering questions about your army and do
your best to be provide explanations before you start rolling dice

No fudging dice rolls
No fudging measurments or moving/placing units without measuring
No preforming actions out of sequence so that you can see the result of a dice roll
before activating an ability
No misrepresenting the rules, equipment or other elements of your army list in any
way

No cheating



Playing a League Game
Players will have 3 hours to complete a game, including:

Selecting secondary objectives
Mission setup
Deployment 

Terrain will be set up for you by the tournament organizers, prior to your arrival

Superscript closes at 9:00P PM

Be courteous with our staff , if your game is running long. Members of the Superscript
team may be willing to stay a little late so you can finish your game, but they are not
obligated to do so.

Intentional slow-play will not be tolerated

The league is meant for experienced and novice players alike. We recognize that not all
players play at the same speed, and that certain rules interactions can take a long time.
However, Players who engage in intentional slow-playing  an effort to affect the
outcome of the game, will be asked to expedite play or risk receiving a loss with a zero
victory point differential.

Conceding a game
If a player chooses to concede a game before its conclusion, they receive a loss and will
not be awarded any further victory points from primary or secondary objectives at the
time of concession and will. Their opponent wil receive a win, and the maximum
number of victory points possible for primary and secondary objectives in any unplayed
battle rounds.



Rule Disputes

Ask another
member of the

league to ejudicate
the dispute

Important: If you intend to field a unit or utilize
a stratagem that you believe may result in a
rules dispute, please talk it over with your
opponent and/or a league organizer before the
game begins 

Look up the rule
and attempt to

resolve the
dispute 

The dispute
is resolved

The dispute
is resolved

Ask a league
organizer for a

final ruling

If you are playing
an organizer, ask a

different one to
make the call



Round 1
Begins: Thursday, June 3
Ends: Saturday, June 12
Mission: Battle Lines

Round 2
Begins: Thursday, June 17
Ends: Saturday, June 26
Mission: The Scouring

Round 3
Begins: Thursday,  July 1
Ends: Saturday, July 10
Mission: Overrun

Round 4
Begins: Thursday, July 15
Ends: Saturday, July 24
Mission: Retreival Mission

League Finals will be held on July 29th or July
31st depending on the schedules of the

Finalists



Prize Support

Each player will be awarded 1 raffle ticket for each league game completed, and
additional 1 additional raffle ticket for each achievement completed during the
course of the league. League achievements are special feats and
accomplishments which will be announced once the league begins.

The raffle will take place durring the closing ceremonies. 

Raffle Tickets

Pillar of the Community
The biggest prize package we can put together will go to the player who always
provides the best experience for their opponents, supports other members of
league and lives up to the expectations our community has set for events at
Superscript. 

It might be another chainsword, it might be something else. We're still exploring
some options. 

1st Place and Runner Up
The players with the highest scores will compete in the store finals. Each will
receive a place in the Superscript chronicle of champions and some quality loot

Spirit of the Hobby
A panel of judges will determine the best painted army to grace the tables, and
the hobbyist most committed to making sure their miniature shine brightest in
the grim darkness of the 41st Millenium

Spirit of the League
The player who progresses the most during the league. If you are a new player,
this is an award that you should set your sights on if your looking to improve
your play, painting and overall involvement in the hobby.

Spirit of the Game
Awarded to the player most commited to the lore of Warhammer 40,000. Show
up in a full suit of Custodes armor or speak only in Orkish for 4 straight games,
and you might have a shot.


